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Incepted in the year 2017 as a Chapter 8 Company, RevStart is creating a nurturing and supportive                 
ecosystem for emerging ventures, by providing quality Co-Working, Incubation, and Acceleration           
services. Dedicated towards helping start-ups achieve business growth, RevStart is founded & promoted             
by Ishan Singh, a serial entrepreneur mentor and investor with 20 years of experience that included a                 
role as Marketing Head at WNS which listed on the NYSE in 2006.  
 
Cutting through the clutter of mushrooming co-working spaces and run-of-the-mill programs, RevStart            
curates result-oriented programs focused at helping start-ups accelerate their growth curve. RevStart            
provides selected businesses with tools like access to a large mentor pool, nurturing work environment,               
exposure to relevant events & a cost-effective office space.  
 
RevStart believes in helping firms establishing business cross geographies and has been actively forging              
tie-ups with partners in gateway cities like New York, London, Berlin, Singapore, and San Francisco.               
RevStart has forged strategic alliances and is organizing events with established players in the ecosystem               
like TiE (The Indus Entrepreneurs) &, HeadStart Network, funding partners like Indian Angel Network,              
Mumbai Angels, Let’s Venture, YourNest, SeedFund, IvyCamp Ventures etc. as well as end users of               
technology like Bajaj Capital.  
 
RevStart’s revenue model stands on two pillars; as co-working space, RevStart rents out physical              
infrastructure, which include desks for co-working, private cabins and fully furnished office spaces to              
freelancers & SME’s venues for hosting events, trainings, meetings and conferences. Additionally,            
RevStart gets compensated in advisory equity and fees from startups and SMEs looking for growth               
acceleration and funding.  
 
Taking forward its legacy of establishing successful enterprises, RevStart is launching its own incubation              
and acceleration program with a $2 million commitment from Mr. Ishan Singh, other than the 1,00,000                
sq. ft. facility. As part of the mandate, only a select few start-ups will be part of the accelerator.                   
Graduates will be invested into by RevStart’s fund. Currently based out of a sprawling 1,00,000 sq. ft                 
facility in Noida, RevStart will also expand its presence to other prominent locations in NCRand other                
gateway cities. RevStart will establish its own fund, in order to fully support, empower, and nurture                
impactful startups.  
 


